“TOON” INTO PUBLIC HEALTH
EPIDEMIOLOGY AND PREPAREDNESS
Jason and Lindsay realize they have a disaster on their hands, and it is not an exercise!
Lesia, the Regional Epidemiologist, often receives calls from physicians regarding strange illnesses they see in their office or emergency room.
Lisa finds the local pool is not in the best condition!
Lesia and Lindsay find a local restaurant is having a rough day for customers!
Postponing Sexual Involvement

Andrea hears some kids in the hallway, good to know her hard work is paying off!

DID YOU SEE THAT?!? I'M NEVER HAVING SEX AGAIN!!

SUCCESS!!
Jessamine County Health Department offers free exercise classes for the community!
Smoking Cessation

Shana is always looking for new participants for the Cooper/Clayton Classes offered at JCHD!
Shana loves helping make the students more comfortable with seeing the dentist and helping to provide free varnish in schools!
Jo and Becky work together to keep JCHD running smoothly!
Sonya works with other support staff to check patients in and keep them comfortable while waiting to see a nurse!
CLINIC SERVICES
Jeanie is always available to help patients cope with their STI Testing, it’s essential that people are comfortable enough to come to us!
Women, Infants and Children (WIC)

Betty is always happy to help someone in need, signing up for WIC can be a grueling process but with Betty’s assistance clients always leave happy!
Anne is there to keep kids growing happy and healthy; while helping mom understand the importance of development and safety!
HANDS

HANDS Specialists often become just like part of the family!
QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
Randy is always excited to start a new quality improvement meeting with his awesome staff!